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depending on which option you selected, here's what happens next: when you check the box that says, "download the latest driver for your device automatically", windows update will automatically download and install the latest version of the driver. when you uncheck
this box, windows update will not automatically download and install the latest driver for your device. if the rpm is downloaded, but not yet installed, then one can still look at the rpm contents to see what drivers are present. for example, using the rpm xorg-x11-driver-
video-unichrome-20091020-1.1.x86_64.rpm as an example, one can find the contents of the file (and hence the drivers provided) by typing: on fujitsu-siemens amilo 7400m i855gm implementation, the intel driver will only boot with acpi=off or nomodeset boot code,

both of which result in fbdev driver being used instead of intel driver. performance with fbdev driver is poor. intel driver is unstable with this i855gm (desktop will crash 10 to 30 minutes after boot) and has not useable with any kernel after opensuse-11.1's 2.6.27
kernel. issue being tracked in freedesktop.org bug 27187 and opensuse bugzilla 593463 after the updates have finished installing,it's recommended that you install all availableoptional updates.to install optional updates, from search, type view optional updates and

select it under best match. if updates are availablein driver updates, click through to download to ensure that all surface drivers listed in the release have been installed.
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